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We study the abelian symmetric subgroup of the Rrauer group of a field. We investigate the 
Galois groups of subfields of division algebras of twisted rational functions in several variables 
and of iterated twisted Laurent series. We settle a conjecture of Kuyk on these algebras and give 
a new proof of a theorem of Amitsur on non-cyclic division algebras. 
1. Introduction 
Let L be a finite Galois extension of a field K with abelian Galois group G. The 
genetic abelian symmetric division algebra L (U, G) = L (S) [ U] is studied by Kuyk 
in [ll] and by Van Oystaeyen in [19,20]. It is conjectured in [l l] that if the group G 
is not cyclic and the order of G is not divisible by the characteristic of K then the 
algebra L (U, (3) is not a cyclic algebra. The question whether these algebras are 
cyclic is also raised in [14]. In the special case that L is a purely transcendental 
extension of some subfield of K this conjecture is proven in [ll, Theorem 31. 
We prove that this conjecture is valid if the rank of G is greater than two, with 
certain mild assumptions on the roots of unity in L. We show by counterexample 
that it fails for G of rank 2 (and order 4). The above result follows from the 
following theorem on the Galois groups of subfields Galois over the center of 
L( U, G) and of the iterated Laurent series algebra L (( U, G)). For any such Galois 
group H the exponent of H equals the order of some subgroup of G generated by 
two elements. 
In [33 Amitsur proved that for any field K and any n not divisible by the 
characteristic of K there exists a division algebra A of index n with center a field 
extension C of K having the following property. Every subfield of A Galois over C 
has abelian Galois group which is a direct product of cyclic groups of prime order. 
This result is used in proving the noncrossed product theorems in [3, 4, 8, 10, 15, 
161. We present another proof of this result. We prove that for appropriate choice 
of L and G the algebras L( U, 6) and L(( U, G)) have the above property. 
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2. Abelian symmetric algebras 
Let K be a field. The abelian symmetric part, Bt (K), of the Brauer group of K 
consists of all central simple algebras over K split by some abelian Galois extension 
L of K and corresponding to a symmetric factor set of H’(G, L *) with G = 
Gal (L/K). 
Proposition 1. Let A be a central simple algebra over K, and let L be a finite Galois 
extension field of K with abelian Galois group G = Gal (L/K). Then the following 
are equivalen:. 
(1) L splits A and A corresponds to a symmetric factor set in H2 (G, L *). 
(2) A is equivalent in tr re Brauer group of K to “1 tensor product of cyclic' algebras 
(Li, ui, ai) for Li cyclic subextensions of L, ci generating Gi = Gal (Li/k), and 
ai E K”. 
Proof. From the last paragraph of the proof of [ll, Theorem 1] it follows that if A 
satisfies condition (1) then the crossed product algebra equivalent to A is 
isomorphic to such a tensor product of r cyclic algebras, r = rank G, with the Li 
linearly disjoint over K having composite L. Hence (1) implies (2). That (2) implies 
(1) is straightforward. The cyclic algebra (Li, Vi, ai) corresponds to a symmetric 
factor set in H2(Gi, L 7). The inflation of this factor set to H2(G, L *) is thereftire 
symmetric. As the tensor product of algebras corresponds to multiplication of 
factor sets in H2(G, L *), the stated result follows. 
Since a field composite of cyclic extensions of K is an abelian extension of K, we 
conclude that Bz (K) is the subgroup of the Brauer group of K generated by the 
cyclic algebras. If K contains a primitive m-th root of unity then the image of the 
map from K2 module m r”o the Brauer group consists of those elements of Bt (K) 
represented by a symmetric factor set in H’(G, L *) for some G = Gal(L/K) 
abelian of exponent dividing m. Cf. [ 12, Corollary 15.41, [IS], and [6]. 
It follows from the proof that (1) implies (2) above that each ai is contained in tht 
multiplicative subgroup of K generated by the values of the given symmetric factor 
set in H*(G, L*). 
We adopt the terminology that a simple algebra is a simple ring finite dimen- 
sional over its center. If D is a division algebra with center F, then the dimension 
[D : F] is a square n2. The integer n is the index of D and of any algebra equivalent 
to D in the Brauer group of the center. 
If B is a subset of a ring R then &;? (B) denotes the centralizer of B in R, the set 
of all elements in commuting with every element of B. C( ) = CR (R) is the 
center of R. 
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3. Twisted polynomials and series 
We refer to [7, 9, 10, 13, 17]. Let G be an automorphism of a ring R. The ring 
R [u, a] of twisted polynomials in an indeterminate u consists of polynomials of the 
form ao+alu+--+a& where ua= o(a)u. Note that this definition and some 
of what follows is also valid for CT an injective endomorphism of R which is not 
surjective. If R is a left (right) Ore domain then so is R [u, a]. If D is the division 
ring of fractions of R, the division rings of fractions of R [u, o-1 and D [ u, ~1 are 
naturally isomorphic and both denoted D(u, G), the ring of twisted rational 
functions in u. If r is an automorphism of D commuting with a, 7 extends to an 
automorphism of D(u, a) with r(u) = u. In this way any group G of automor- 
phisms of D containing 0 in its center extends to an isomorphic group of automor- 
phisms of D (u, u), also denoted by G. 
The ring R [[u, o]] of twisted formal power series in u over the ring R consists of 
series of the form a((~)) = a0 + a1 u + azu2 + l l 0, where ua = a(a)u. The series 
a(@)) is a unit in R [[u, a]] if and only if a0 is a unit in R. If R is a division ring D 
then D [ [u, a]] is a local Ore domain, and the set of non-units is the principal ideal 
(u). The ring D((u, g)) of twisted Laurent series of the ,form xy=, aiu i, n > - 00, is 
the division ring of fractions of D[[u, a]]. The above remarks on extending 
automorphism of D apply as well to D[ [u, a]] and D((u, a)). 
An integer valued valuation v is defined on O[U,U] by v(a(u))= k if a(u) is 
divisible by u k and not by u k *I. For a treatment of divisibility in D[ u, a] see [ 131 
and [9, Chapter 31. This valuation extends to D(u, a). D((u, G)) is the completion 
of D (u, a) with respect o v, and D[ [u, a]] is the ring of integers in D((u, a)). Let 
w be a valuation on D with value group r. Suppose that cy preserves w. That is, 
w@(a)) = w(a) for all a E D. Let the group 2 x r be ordered lexicographically: 
(aI, bl)>(a2, bz) if a1 > a2 or ai = a2 and bt > bZ. The valuation v x w with value 
group2 X r isdefinedon o((u,~))by the formula v X w(zT=J&U’)= (k,w(&))= 
Let F be the center of D and F. be the subfield of F fixed by (;r If no positive 
power of u is an inner automorphism then, as is well known, F. is the center of 
D((u, CT)). It follows that F. is also the center of D[u,kr], D(u, a), and D[ fu, a]]. 
The above conclusion applies in particular whenever g IF, the restriction of o to F, 
has infinite order. It applies whenever c is an endomorphism of D which is not 
surjective. 
The following proposition describes the centers of D(u, o) and D((u, a)) for D a 
finite dimensional division algebra. We study A(u, a) and A ((u, u)) for A an 
arbitrary simple artinian ring in a forthcoming paper. 
Proposition 2. Suppose D is a division algebra of index n with center F. Suppose 
CT IF has finite order m. Let F. be the subfield of Ffixed by cr. Suppose d is an element 
oj D such that crm (x) = dxd-’ for all x in D a d a(d)=d. Set s = d”u”. 
(1) The ring of polynomials Fa[s] is the center of D[u, a], and D(u, o) is the 
central localization of D [u, a]. 
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(2) Th’eying of power series F, [[s]] is the center of D[[u, a]], and D((u, a)) is the 
central localizatiom of D [[u, a]]. 
(3) D (u, b) is a division algebra of index mn with center the field of rational 
functions FO (s). 
(4) D ((u, a)) is a division algebra of index mn with center the field of Laurent 
series FO ((s)). 
(5) D((u, a)) is isomorphic to D (u, U) 8Fo(sj F,,((s)). 
Remark. If m = 1, then D(u,Q) = D(s) and D((u, a)) = D((s)). If a has order m, 
then d = 1 satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition. 
Proof. Cf. [lo, Chapt sr 2.3, Theorem 51. It is straightforward to verify that 
C olu,aj(D) = F[s]. Let Do be the subring of D fixed by (CT. Then CDtu,o] (u) = 
DJu]. The center C(P(u, a]) is the intersection F[s] n DO[u] which equals FJs]. 
The central lozalizatai 3n of D [u, a] is a finite dimensional algebra over the field 
F*(s) and it has no zero divisors, as it is a subring of D(u, Q). Hence it is a division 
algebra. Thus every element of D (u, a) has the form b-’ a with a in D[u, U] and b 
in F&l, and assertior: (1) is proven. For an alternate proof, cf. [lo, Chapter 1.111. 
The proof of assertion (2) is similar, and every element of D((u, a)) has the form 
s-ja with a in D[[u, a]]. Assertions (3) and (4) follow from assertions (1) and (2) 
respectively. Assertion (5) is straightforward. 
In [lo, Chapter 2.3, p. 871 it is proven that if A is a division algebra with center L, 
G is an automorphism of A, and (+ IL has finite order m, then there exists an 
invertible element d E A such that ovrn (x) = drcd” for all x E A and a(d) = d. 
Similar arguments based on Hilbert’s theorem 90 [S, Theorem 21, p. 581 yield the 
following result. 
Lemma 1. Let A be a ring with center the field L. Let G be a group of 
automorphisms of A such that G IL is finite. Let H be the subgroup of G fixing L. 
Suppose H is contained in the center of G. Suppose that for each h E H there exists an 
invertible e E A such that h(x) = exe-’ for all x E A and a(e) = e for all cr E H. 
Then for every h E H there exists an invertible d E A such that h (x) = dxd” for all 
x E A and u(d) = d for all CT E G. If K is the subfield of Lfixed by G, then for each h 
the element d is uniquely determined up to multiplication by an element of K. 
4. The algebras D( U, G) and D (( U, G)) 
By iterating the above constructions we obtain a class of rings which includes the 
division algebras studied in [ 1 I], [ 141 and [20]. Let D be a division ring. Let r be a 
positive integer. The division ring D(U, 2) is defined inductively as follows. 
0 = D. Let ai +I be an alq tomorphism of Dim Set i (ui+ly ui+I), the division 
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ring of twisted rational functions in u~+~. We identify Di with its image the subring 
Of constants in Di+** Let U denote the sequence of variables ul,. . ., u,, and C 
denote the sequence of maps CT I~. l -, m. We then let D( U, lf) denote the ring D,. 
The division ring D((U, 2)) of iterated Laurent series is defined analogously with 
D i+l= Di ((ui+l, ai+*))* 
If D is a division algebra of index II and for each i the restriction of ai to the 
center of Di-1 has finite order mi, then D( U, 2) and D (( U, 2)) are division algebras 
of index mn where m = m: mi. This follows from Proposition 2. 
The division rings D( U, G) and D (( U, G)) are defined by the above construc- 
tion. Let G be an abelian group of automorphisms of D. Let cl,. . ., a, be a 
sequence of automorphisms generating G. For each i and j let aj also denote the 
extension of a) from Di to an automorphism of Di+I fixing Ui+l. In this case the ring 
D( U, 2) is denoted D (U, G). Similarly, the ring ((U, Z)) is denoted D (( U, G)). 
Note that this definition depends on the commutativity of G and that for each i and 
j, UiUj = UjUi. 
Suppose SN is a valuation on D that is preserved by all the ai. Let r be the value 
group of w. By iterating the definition in Section 3 we obtain a valuation 
0 = U, x l .. x vi x w on the division rings D( U, G) and D (( U, G)) with value 
groups 2’ x r ordered lexicographically. Taking for w the trivial valuation we 
obtain a valuation ZJ = Vr X l l l X u1 with value group 2’. 
Let V = 2)’ X l l l x ul be defined as above. Suppose a E D(( U, G)) and u(a) = 
( ZJ r9 l l 09 vl). The term a v,...vt u 2 l l l u ;I occurring in a is called the lea&ing term of a 
and its coefficient a v,...V, is called the leading coefficient of a. If b is another element 
of D((U, G)), then the leading term of the product ab the product of the leading 
terms of a and 6. If b. is the leading coefficient of b, then the leading coefficient of 
ab is a v,...vl T(&) where T E G is the automorphism (TRY* l l d’l induced by 
urv”..u;‘. 
Definition. If A is a ring with center the field L and G is a group of 
automorphisms of A, G has property P if the following holds. For each h in G 
which fixes L there exists an invertible a in A such that h(x) = C~XU-’ for all x in A 
and a(a) = a for all a in G. 
Lemma 1 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a group G with G IL finite 
to have property P. If G is the group of inne’i automorphisms defined by a 
multiplicative group X of invertible elements of A, then G has property P if and 
only if X is commutative. It is easy to exhibit finite abelian groups of inner 
automorphisms of division algebras which do not have property 1’. 
Clearly if the homomorphism from G onto G IL is an isomorphism, so that the 
only automorphism in G fixing E is the identity. then G has property P with thz 
required element selected as a = 1. This is the case, in particular, if A = L. 
We require a lemma from group theory. 
Lemma 2, Let uI, . . ., ur be a basis of a free abelian group U. Let T be a subgroup of 
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finite index in U. Then T is a free abelian group of rank r. A basis t,, . . ., t, for T can be 
selected such that ti is a product of nonnegative powers of ui for 1 s j 6 i. 
Proof. The first assertion is well known. The second assertion follows from the 
fact that U/T is a finite abelian group. 
Suppose D is a division algebra, G is a finitely generated abelian group of 
automorphisms of D, the restriction of G to the center L is finite, and G has 
property P. We can determine the centers of D (U, G) and D (( U, G)) as follo’ws. 
Let K be the subfield of L fixed by G. Let U be the free abelian group generated 
bY u j,. . ., uv. Let T be the intersection U n C D(U,G)(L). Then T is the kernel of the 
homomorphism from U onto Gal(L/K), and the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are 
satisfied. Let t l,. . ., tr he a bas s of T selected by Lemma 2. By property P, for each 
ti we may select ai in D such t iat aixa r’ = tixtf’ for all x in D and o(ai) = ai for all 
u in 6. Set si = a f’ ti. Then si: _ = Xsi for all x in D and SiUj = UjSi for all i and j. 
Proposition 3. Let D be a <division algebra of index n with center L. Let G be an 
abelian group of autcmorphisms of D generated by the finite sequence cl,. . ., cr,. 
Suppose G IL hasfini.e crder m and G has property P. Let K be the subfield of L fixed 
by G. Let sl,. . ., s, be defined as in the above paragraph. 
(1) D( U, G) is a division algebra of index mn with center the field of rational 
functions in r variables K(S) = K(sl, . . ., s,). 
(2) Dw~ G)) is a division algebra of index mn with center the iterated Laurent 
series field K((S)). 
(3) D((U G)) is isomorphic to D (U, G) @K(S) K ((S)). 
Proof. The stated results follow from the above discussion and Proposition 2 by 
induction. 
If the map f;.om G onto G IL is an isomorphism, then we can chaos: all ai = 1 
and si = tie This is the case if D = 13mK L with B a division algebra with center M’ 
and G a group of automorphisms of the form 18 (T for (T in Gal (L/K). In this case 
D(U, G) is isomorphic to B(S)@K($) L (U, 6) and D(( U, G)) is isomorphic to 
B((S))@KU&4(~* G))* 
For any choice of u I,. . ., a, the division algebras L (U, G) and L (( U, G)) are 
crossed product algebras represented by symmetric factor sets on G with values in 
the free abelian group (s,, . . ., s,). By Proposition 1, these algebras are tensor 
products of cyclic subalgebras. Cf. Proposition 8 below. 
In case G is equal to the direct sum (bl)@ l l l $ (a,) then the algebra L (U, G) is 
the generic abelian symmetric division algebra L(S)[ U] studied in [ll] and [20]. 
The sense in which L(S) [U] is generic is described in [ 11, Theorem 11. If the 
sequence cl,. . ., CT consists of every element of G, so that r = m, then the algebra 
L(U, G) has the properties of DL,!, (G:] in [20] and [21, Chapter 51. The algebra 
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B+fi+ l * l + fi studied in 114, Proposition 6 and 7] is a division algebra, rather than 
merely a simple algebra, if and only if D = BB~ L is a division algebra and the 
cyclic extensions Li are linearly disjoint over K with compositum L, where Li is the 
fixed field of the kernel of the character fi. Suppose the division algebra D = B@K L 
and L 1,. . ., L, are linearly disjoint over K. Let mi = [Li : K] and select the 
generator gi of Gal&/K) such that f&i) = l/ml. Let ci in Gal(L/K) be the 
extension of gr to L fixing all Lj for i# i. Then the algebra B + fr + l 9 9 + fr with 
center K(S) is D(U, G), and the algebra B + fi + l l - + fi with center K((S)) is 
D((v, G))* 
It follows that Proposition 8 of [14] on the index and order in the Brauer group is 
valid for K a global field of any characteristic. The proof of [ 141 remains valid with 
Proposition 3 above applied in place of Proposition 7 of [ 14) to determine the index. 
Cf. [ll, Theorem 21. 
5. Automrphisms of L (U, G) and L (( LJ, G)) 
If fi is any subfield of D( U, G) containing K(S) then it follows from Part 3 of 
Proposition 3 that M@K(S) K((S)) is a field composition of M amd K((S)) over 
K(S). If H is any group of automorphisms of M fixing K(S), then H is isomorphic 
to a group of automorphisms of M@ K(SjK((S)) fixing K((S)) by the map taking 
p to P@l. 
We fix our hypotheses for the balance of this section. Let L be a field. Let 113 be 
an abelian group of automorphisms of L with finite order m and fixed field K. Let 
L( U, G) and L (( U, G)) be defined as above, and let sl, . . ., sr be as in Proposition 3. 
Proposition 4. (1) Let M be a subfield of L( U, G) containing K(S). Let p be an 
automorphism of Mfixing K(S). Let h be the order of p. If char(K) does not divide h 
and K contains a primitive h root of unity z = vi, then h ,equais the order of a 
subgrou,? of G generated by one or two elements. 
(2) Statement (1) remains valid if L (U, G) is replaced by L (( U, G)) and K(S) 
bY K(P))* 
Proof. Let M’ be the subfield of 1M fixed by p. It follows from Galois theory that 
there exists a# 0 in M such that p(a) = za. By the Noether-Skolem theorem there 
exists b# 0 in L( U, G) such that bx = p(x)b for all x in M. In particular ba = zab. 
Let a0 and b. be the leading coefficients of a bnd b respectively. The leading 
coefficient of &a is bor(ao) and the leaAing coefficient of zab is zaoo-(bo) where a 
and T are elements of G. It follows :, .-at b. r(ao) = zao cr(bo). 
Let G, be the subgroup of G generated by 0 and r. Let ml be the order of G,, 
and let L, be the subfield of L fixed by Gl. Let N be the norm map from L to L,. 
As z is fixed by G1. N(z) = zml. Calculating the norm of both sides of the above 
equation of leading coefficients, we conclude that N(ao)N(bo) = z ml N(ao)N(bo). 
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Hence zml = 1, Therefore h divides m 1. By the structure theorem for finite abelian 
groups, G1 contains a subgroup of order h. Assertion (1) is proven. The proof of 
assertion (2) is similar. 
The first assertion of the above Proposition is in fact a consequence of the second 
by the preceding observations. 
The following lemma is used to strengthen Proposition 4. 
Lemma 3. We adopt the hypotheses of Proposition 3. Let K, be an extension field of 
Ksuch that DI = D @K K1 is a division ring. Suppose K(S) is linearly disjoint from K, 
over K. Let G act on D, as G @ 1, 
(1) D( U, G)@K(S) K1(S) is a division ring isomorphic to Da (U, G). 
(2) D((U G))@ K((S)) K,((Sj’) is a division ring isomorphic to D,(( U, G)). 
Proof. D( U, G) is a divisior j (algebra of index mn with center K(S) by Proposition 
3. Hence D( U, G)B~(~) K1 ( f) is a simple algebra of degree mn over KI (S). By 
Proposition 3, D, (27, G) is a division algebra of index mn over K1 (S). Let {ai} be a 
basis of D over K. Let {xi} e monomials in u l,. . ., u, forming a basis of D( U, G) 
over D(S). Then {aixj} is a Fasis of D (U, G) over K(S). Then {CriXj 8 1) is a basis oi 
D(U, G)aKIS) K, (S) over K1 (S). It is easy to verify that the K1 (S) linear 
transformation from D( U, G)Q Kts)KI(S) to Dl(U,G) mapping aiXj@l to 
(ai B 1) Xj is a ring homomorphism. It is injective since D( U, G)@Ktsj K, (S) is 
simple. It is surjective by counting dimensions. Assertion (1) is proven. The proof of 
assertion (2) is similar. 
Corollary 1. (1) Let M be a subfield of D(U, G) containing K(S), and let H be a 
group of automorphisms of M fixing K(S). Then M, = M@Ectsj K, (S) is a subfield of 
Dt(U, G cs, I) containing K1 (S) and H 8 1 is a group of automorphisms of Mt 
isomorphic to H. 
(2) Statement (1) remains valid if D (U, G) is replaced by D(( U, G)). 
Proof. By the Lemma M, is a subring qf D1 (U, G). Hence MI has no zero 
divisors. By finite dimensionality, MI is a division ring. Since M is commutative, MI 
is commutative and hence a field. The stated result follows. 
Corollary 2. Suppose K, is an extension field of K linearly disjoint from L(S) over 
K. Let L,= LaKK, and let G act on L1 as Gal. 
(1) Let M be a subfield of L(U, G) containing K(S), and let H be a group of 
automorphisms of Mfixing K(S). Then M, = M@,,s,KI(S)isasubfieldofLt(U,G) 
containing KI (S) and H @ 1 is a group of automorphisms of MI isomorphic to H. 
(2) Similarly for L ((U, G )). 
y hypothesis t, is a field composition of L and I over 
G = Gal (LJK,). The stated results are a special case of Corollary 1. 
and 
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The above corollary is of particular interest in case K, = K(z) where t is a root 
of unity. For smoothness of statement we let K (vi) denote the field extension of 
K obtained by adjoining a primitive h, root of unity where h, is the maximum 
divisor of h prime to char(K). 
Proposition 5. (1) Let M be a subfield of L(U, G) containing K(S). Let p be an 
automorphism of M fixing K(S). Let h be the order of p. Suppose char(K) does not 
divide h, and L and K (vi) are linearly disjoint over K. Then h equals the order of a 
subgroup of G generated by two elements. 
(2) Similarly for L(( U, G)). 
Proof. Let K1 = K (Vi). Since K1 is a finite extension of K, sl, . . ., sr remain 
algebraically independent over K (vi). By hypothesis L and K ( fi) are linearly 
disjoint over K. The hypotheses of Corollary 2 to Lemma 3 are satisfied and the 
stated result follows from Proposition 4. 
In applying the above proposition it is useful to noze that h divides. m. Since 
‘M : M’] = h, h divides [M : K(S)]. As [M : K(S)] divides the index m of 
L( U, G), h divides m as claimed. 
Corollary 3. Suppose for some prime pf char(K), p1 is the maximal power of p 
dividing m, and the p-primary subgroup of G has rank greater than 2. Suppose L and 
K (&) are linearly disjoint over K. 
(1) l” .h is a power of p, h < p’. 
(2) L( U, G) and L(( U, G)) are non-cyclic. 
Proof. Suppose h is a power of p. Since h divides m, h divides p’. By hypothesis L 
and K (Nl) are linearly disjoint over K. By the Proposition G has a two generator 
subgroup of order h. Hence by hypothesis h c p’, proving assertion (1). Assertion 
(2) follows from assertion (1). 
Corollary 4. Suppose char(K) does not divide m. G has rank greater than 2, and L 
and K (di) are linearly disjoint over K. Then L (U, G) and L(( U, G)) are 
non -cyclic. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 3. 
Corollary 5. Suppose L and K (di) are linearly disjoint over K. Let H be a group 
of automorphisms of M fixing the center. Suppose the order of p is prime to char(K). 
Then the exponent of H equals the order of a subgroup of G generated by one or two 
elements. 
roof. The exponent of H is the least common multiple of the orders of the 
elements of H. Let h be the order of an element of H. Then h divides m and h is 
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prime to char(K). Hence L and K (vi) are linearly disjoint over K. By the 
proposition G has a two generator subgroup of order h. Applying this result o the 
elements of H of prime power order, the stated result follows from the structure 
theorem for finite abelian groups. 
Let K be a field, and let L be a Galois extension of K linearly disjoint from 
(K vi ), with abelian Galois group G of order m and rank I: L (U, G) is a division 
algebra of index m with center k(S) the field of rational functions in t variables 
over K. By Corollary 4 if r 2 3 and char(K) does not divide m, then L( U, G) is not 
cyclic. If K is the field of rational numbers, then this result is relevant o the 
question raised in [ll, Remark 21. 
Proposit ion 6. We adopt tl te hypotheses of Proposition 5. Suppose L is the field of 
fractions of a unique factorim qtion domain R whose group of units k is contained in K 
and G restricts to a group of. rutomorphisms of R. Then h divides the exponent e of G. 
Proof. By Corollary 29 without loss of generality we may assume K contains a 
primitive h root of unit z = vi. Let a0 and bn be selected as in the proof of 
Proposition 4. Then bu7(au) = zaoa(bn). Let a0 = pl l l -ps, with each pi or p;’ an 
irreducible lement of R, be a factorization of ao. Similarly let bn = ql, + . l , q,. AS o 
and T are elements of G, a IR and r IR are automorphisms of R. Hence 
7(aO) = 7(pJ l l l I and a(&) = a(q,) l * l a(q,) are irreducible factorizations of 
r(aO) and a(bo). Substitution in the equation zaoo(bn) = r(aOjbo yields 
ZPl . l l p,~(q,)‘~ . . a(q,) = I . * l T@)q, l 9 . q*. This equation has the form 
2X,*- X,=7,(X,)-* rl (X,) where for each i Xi or XT’ is an irreducible lement 
of R and ri is an element of G. 
Consider the consequences of unique factorization for the factor X1. There are 
three possibilities. 
(I) X1 = CT~(X,) with c E k. Then c is an el root of unity where el is the order of 
rI. Hence c is an e root of unity. Dividing both sides of the equation by X, 
introduces a factor of l/c on the right, and yields a shorter expression of the 
same form. 
(2) For some j# 1, XI = CT] (Xi) with c E k. Then rj (Xj) = X,/C and Xj = 
$(X1)/c. Thus we can substitute for X,Xj on the left rj (Xj)$(XI) and then 
cancel 7i (Xi) from both sides of the equation. This yields a shorter expression ofthe 
same form without introducing any extraneous factor. 
(3) For some j# 1, X,X, = c E Iz, Then 71 (X,)q (Xj) = C, and Tj (Xi) = c/Tj (Xl). 
We can substitute c for X,Xj on the teft, and substitute c/rj (X1) for 71 (Xi) on the 
right. We then multiply both sides by Tj (X1) and cancel c from both sides of the 
equation. This yields a shorter expression of the same form without introducing any 
extraneous factor. 
It follows by induction that T is equal to a product of e roots of unity. Hence z is 
an e root of unity. Since t is a primitive h root of unity, h divi3es e. 
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Cf. [ll, Proposition 3.11. In Proposition 6 the hypothesis that G restricts to a 
group of automorphisms of d can be weakened to the hypothesis that for each a in 
G and each irreducible X in R either o(X) or a(X)-’ s an irreducible lement of 
R. The proofs of the corollaries to Proposition 5 adapt to yield the following 
corollaries to Proposition 6. 
Corollary 6. Suppoe for Some prime pZ char(K), p’ is the maximal power of p 
dividing m, and the p-primary subgroup of G is non-cyclic. Suppose L and K ( dj) 
are linearly disjoint ouer K. 
(1) Ifh isapowerofp, h<p’. 
(2) L(U, G) and L (( U, G)) are non-cyclic. 
Corollary 7. Suppose char(K) does not divide ,n, G is not cyclic, and L and 
K (vi) are linearly disjoint otter K. T;hen L (U, G) and L ((U, G)) are non-cyclic. 
Corollary 8. Suppose L and K ( vi) are linearly disjoint ouer K. Let H be a group 
of automorphisms of M fixing the center. Suppose the order of H is prime to char (K). 
Then the exponent of H diuides the exponent of G. 
Examples of fields satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 6 include both fields 
of rational functions and fields of fractions of power series rings in several variables. 
Note that the field M of Propositions 4, 5, and 6 is not assumed to be abelian, 
normal, or separable over the center. Cf. [ll, Remark I]. 
If F is an iterated Laurent series field in r variablCs t I, . . ., t, over an algebraically 
closed field, than any finite extension field of F of degree prime to char(F) is Galois 
over F with abelian Galois group of rank s r and is obtained by adjoining roots of 
products of the ti. This result follows easily from [ 10, Chapter 2.5, Lemmas 1,2, and 
3] or [17, Chapter 3.2, Theorems 3 and 5). 
Eet k be a field of characteristic q.Suppose m is prime to q, and G is an abelian 
group of order m and of rank r with elementary divisors m It.. ., m,. Let kl be 
k (vi), and let K be the field of rational functions over k I in the r variables 
XI, . . ., x,. Let L, be the field extension of K obtained by adjoining ?& for all i. Then 
L is a Galois extension of K with Galois glc;cp isomorphic to G. Let E be the 
algebraic losure of k and let K, be the iterated Laurent series field R((x)). 
PFopasltlon 7. Let L, G, and KI be constructed as above. Let L I = L 
Corollary 2. 
(I) Any subfield of L( W, G), L((U, G)), or L, (U, G) which is Galois over the 
center has abelian Galois group of rank s 2r. 
(2) Every subfield of L, ((Cl, G)) containing the center is Galois over the center wit 
abelian Galois group of rank s 2r. 
roof. By Corollary 2 it is sufficient to treat Lm( U,G) and Ll((U, G)). It follows 
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from Part 3 to Proposition 3 by the observations of the beginning of this section that 
it sufIices to treat L1 ((U, G)). The center of L1 ((U, G)) is KI ((S)), a field of iterated 
Laurent series in 2r variables over an algebraically closed field. By hypothesis m is 
prime to the characteristic 4. The degree over K1 ((S)) of any subfield of Ll(( U, G)) 
is therefore prime to 9. Assertion (2) follows from the above cited result on 
extension fields of iterated Laurent series fields. 
Corollary 9. Any sub@eld of L(U, G) or of L((U, G)) which is Galois over 
the center has abelian Galois group of rank s 2t with exponent &vi&rag the 
exponent of G. 
Proof. Immediate from P*oposition 7 and Corollary 5. 
Cf. [ 17, Chapter 3.21, [3, i ‘heorem 3, p. 4121, and [ 10, Chapter 2.5, Theorem l] for 
a closely related theorem. ‘Zna a forthcoming paper we characterize the structure of 
subfields of D( U, G) and D(( U, G)). See Lemma 5 below. 
6. Dependence of L (U, G > on chosen generators of G 
The center of E (U, G) is a field K(S) of rational functions over K in r variables 
where r is the cardinality of rhe chosen generating set ol,. . ., a, of G. In this section 
we study further the dependence of L (U, G) on the choice of al,. . ., a,. We recall 
the basis theorem for abelian groups [22, Chapter 12.2 and 12.31. 
Let U be a free abelian group of rank r. Let T be a subgroup of finite index in U. 
Then there exists a basis w l,. . ., w, of IT and a basis tl, . . ., t, of T such that t, = w Yi 
and mi+l divides mi. Let p be the rank of the quotient group G =: U/T. Then the 
integers ml, . . .,, mP are the elementary divisors of G and for i > p mi = 1 
and wi = tia 
Suppose D(U, G) is as in Proposition 3. Let U be the group generated by 
Ul, . . ., u,. Let T be U n C D(u.oj(L), the kernel of the map from U onto G 1‘. Let 
basis wl, . . ., w, of U and basis tl, . , ., t, of T be selected as in the basis theorem 
above. By property P, for each ti we may select ai in D such that aixa f’ = tixti’ for 
all x in D and a(ai) = ai for all CF in G. Set yi = ai’ tie Let p be the rank of G IL. If 
p < r, for each i > p we replace Wi by a f1 wi. 
Let 7 l,. . ., T, be the automorphisms of D 7i (x) = WiXwf’, and let H be the group 
of autumorphisms generated by rr,. . ., 
HI,= 
I=,. Then H is a subgroup of G, and 
G IL. G differs from H by ironer automorphisms of D. 
Let p be rank of H IL. Then Ti = 1 for i >p, and H IL is the direct sum of the 
cyclic groups generated by rl It, . . ., ~~ IL. Any monomial du 2 . l l u ‘; in D (U, G) has 
a unique expression as a monomial L!W {I l l l w$, and conversely. By this change of 
variables D(U, G) can be identified with the division algebra of twisted rational 
functions D ( W, ). If the map from G onto G IL is an isomosphism, then we select 
all ai s 1. 
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Proposition 8. Let D (U, G j be as in Proposition 3. Let p be the rank of G IL. Let wi, 
yi, and H be chosen as above SO’ that for i s p yi = a;’ w 71 and for i > p, yi = wi. 
(1) D(U, Gj = D( W, Hj and the center of D( W, H) is the field of rutional 
functions K( Yj = K(yI, . , ., yrj. 
(2) Let W’ be the sequence of variables wl, . . ., w,, and let Y’ be the sequence 
of variables y 1, . . ., y, Then D (W, H) is isomorphic over K (Y’) to 
D( W’,H)BK(Y~~K(Y). 
Proof. Assertion (1) follows from the above discussion and Proposition 3. 
Assertion (2) is straightforward. 
Corollary 10. Let L (U, G) be as in Section 5. Let p b? the rank of G. Let wi and yi 
be chosen as above SO that for i s p yi = w ri and for i > p yi = wi. 
(1) L(U, G) = L(W, Gj and the center of L(W, Gj is K(Y). 
(2) Let W’ be wl,. . ., w, and let Y’ be y,, . . ., y,. Then L ( W, G) is isomorphic over 
K(Y’j to L(W’, G)BK(Y’)K(Y)~ 
Proof. In this case G =GIL= H. The stated result is a special case of the 
proposition. 
The algebra L(W, Gj is an algebra of the form L( Y)[ W] of [ll] and [20]. Let 
L[ U, G] = DLIK (Gj in the terminology of [19] and [21] with r = bw, the order of G. 
Let L( W’, Gj = L( Y’j[ W] be the subalgebra of DLIK (Gj chosen as in Corollary 
10. Then K( Yj is a field of rational functions over k (Y’j in m - p variables, and 
DrIK (Gj is isomorphic over K(Y’j to L(Y’j[W’]aK(YVIK(Y). 
Comllary 11. Let L be a field. Let G be a finite abelian group of automorphisms of 
L withfixedfield K. Let o,, . . ., o-, and PI,. . ., p4 be generating sets of G. Let L (U, G) 
and L(X, Gj be the corresponding division algebras of twisted rational functions. 
(1) Suppose F is a subfield of L such that L is H finitely generated over F and the 
center of L (U, Gj is isomorphic over F to a subfield E of L (X, Gj. Then r s q, and 
r = q if and only if L(X, Gj is finite dimensional over E. 
(2) If r s q, then L(U, Gj is isomorphic over L to a subring of L (X, Gj. 
Proof. Under the hypotheses of assertion (1) let N be the transcendence degree of 
L over F. Then the transcendence degree over F of the centers of L(U, Gj and 
L(X, Gj are respectively N + r and N + q. Hence the transcendence degree over F 
of any maximal subfield of L (X, Gj is N + q. As the center of L (U, Gj is 
isomorphic over F to the subfield E of L(X, Gj, N + r s N + q. Hence r =S q. 
If L(X, 6) is finite dimensional over E, then any maximal subfield of L (X, Gj 
containing E is finite dimensional over E. Hence the transcendence degrees over F 
hT + q = N -t- r, and r = q. If r = q, let be a maximal subfield of L(X, Gj 
containing E. E and M are both of transcendence degree N + r over F, and M is a 
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finitely generated field extension of E. Hence M is a finite-algebraic extension of E, 
Hence L(X, G) is finite dimensional over E, and assertion (1) is proven. 
For the second assertion, suppose t < q. Let p be the rank of G. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that a, Ui, pi, and xj are chosen as in Corollary 10. Let U 
and X be the multiplicative subgroups of L(U, G) and L(X, G) generated by Ui 
and xi respectively. Let X’ be the subgroup of X generated by xl, . . .9 x,. For 
1 s i <p select Wi in X' such that the image of Wi in G is ci. AS the rank of G is p, 
it follows that the subgroup W’ of X’ generated by wl,. . ., w,, is a free abelian 
group of rank p. Hence the wl,. . ., w, is a basis of W’. For p c i G r let Wi = xici. Let 
W be the subgroup of X generated by wl,. . ., w,. Let f be the homomorphism from 
U t0 W mapping Ui t0 NJ for 1 s i s r. Then f is an isomorphism from U onto W. 
The map f extends to ai ring homomorphism from L [U, G] to L(X, G) fixing L. 
As a polynomial in the \Vi is zero only if every term is zero, it follows that f is 
injective. Hence f is an iPomorphism from L[ U, G] onto L[ W, G], 
L(X, G) generated by .; and CV. By the universal property of the ring of fractions 
of an Ore domain, f e&tends to an isomorphism from L(U, G) onto L( W, G), the 
divisim subring of L(X, G) generated by L and W. Assertion (2) is proven. 
If f is a homomorphism from L (U, G) into L (X, G) fixing K, then it follows from 
the Noether-Skolem theorem that there exists an inner automorphism a of 
L (X, G) such that the co!nposition g = cuf fixes L. Clearly g is surjective if and only 
if f is surjective. Hence L(U., G) and L(X, G) are isomorphic over K if and only if 
they are isomorphic over L. Qne cannot conclude that, up to isomorpbism over L, 
L(U, G) depends only on the cardinality t of the generating set. If u and 7 are 
distinct generators of a cyclic group G of order m, then L(u, a) and L (x, r) may be 
non-isomorphic Over L. Let CT = 7’ where (i, m) = I and i is not congruent o + 1 or 
- 1. modulo m ; e.g. m = 5, i - 2. Then L(u, t.r) and L(x, T) are not isomorphic 
over L. 
7. Kuyk’s conjecture 
In case L is a purely transcendental extension of a subfield of K, Corollary 7 is 
essentially Theorem 3 of [ 111. It is conjectured in # that for any L if G is non-cyclic 
and char(K) does not divide m, then L( U, G) is not cyclic. If the rank of G is 
greater than 2 and L and K (fi) are linearly disjoint over K, the validity of this 
conjecture follows from Corollary 4. We exhibit below a counterexample to this 
conjecture. 
Let K be a field with char(K) # 2 which contains i = VT. Suppose a and b are 
elements of K such that neither a, b, nor ab is a square in K and such that 
h - Q = c* with c in K. For example, one can take K = a =2,b =3,c = l.Let 
L--_ (6, a). L is an extension of h is a composite of two 
quadratic extensions. Wence .J is an abelian Galois extension of K whose Galois 
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group G = Gal(L/K) is a direct sum of two cyclic groups of order 2. We show that 
L( U, G) and L (( U, G)j are cyclic. 
Let (I be the automorphism in G such that v (vb) = - k% and CF fixes vi. Let 
u be a manic monomial in L(U, G) such that UXU-’ = B(X) for all x in L. Then 
s = u2 is in the center K(S) of L(u, G). Let d = (c + I&+ k%)u. Then d2= 
2cqas is not in K(S), and d4 = 4c”a s2 is in K(S). Hence K(S)(d) is a subfield of 
L( U, G) of degree 4 over K(S) and th\Ts a maximal subfield of L (U, G). K(S)(d) is 
obtained by adjoining a solution to the pure equation X” - 4c2us2 = 0. Since K(S) 
contains i, a primitive 4-th root of unity, K(S)(d) is a cyclic extension of K(S). 
Hence L (U, G) is a cyclic algebra. Similarly L (( 0, G)) is a cyclic algebra, and we 
have the desired counterexamples. 
Albert has exhibited a non-cyclic division algebra of characteristic zero with 
index 4 having a pure maximal subfield. Thus the presence of roots of unity in the 
center is relevant, except for algebras of square free index. Cf. [I] and [2, Chapter 
11.4,, Theorem 41. 
8. The crossed product question 
Proposition 6 can be used in the proof of the non-crossed product theorems in 
place of a theorem of Amitsur cited above. Let k be a field. Let k(X) be the generic 
division algebra of index m over k as defined by Amitsur. Recall the following 
fundamental result due to Amitsur. 
Lemma 4. If k (X) has a subfield Galois over the center with Galois group H, then 
aply division algebra of index m whose center is a fieid extension of k has a subfield 
Galois over the center with Gaiois group isomorphic to H. 
Proof. Cf. [3, Pages 418-4191, [ 10, Chapter 2.4, Theorem 41, and [ 15, Lemma 51. 
We require the following result. 
Lemma 5. Let L be a field of characteristic q. Let CT be an automorphism of L of 
order m, with fixed field K. Suppose any vi in L lies in K. 
(1) Let M be a subfield of L (u, a) which is Galois over the center K(s) with Galois 
group H. Then the q-Sylow subgroup Q of H is normal, and the quotient group Hl 
is a direct product of a cyclic group by a cyclic group of order e, 1 s e, where K 
contains a primitive e-root of unity. 
(2) Statement (1) is valid with L (u, a) and K(s) replaced by L ((u, u)) and K((s)) 
respectively. 
. Assertion (1) follows from assertion (2) by part (5) of Proposition 2 and the 
observations at the beginning of Section 5. The algebra L ((u, o-)) is the cyclic 
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algebra (L((s)), a, s) with center K((s)). The stated result follows from Proposition 
6 of [lS]* 
Corollary 112. tit h be the degree of A4 over the center. Let p be a prime different 
from. q. Let pi be the maximum power of p dividing h. 
(1) If K does not contain a primitive p-root of unity, p’ divides the exponent of H. 
(2) Let i be the greatest integer in (j + Q/2. Then p’ divides the exponent of H. 
Proof. The order of H is h. The stated results follow immediately from the 
Lemma. 
Let L be the field of rational functions in m variables over k, and let (r be an 
automorphism of order m whilcsh fixes k and permutes the variables cyclically. Then 
any roots of unity in L lie in k which is a subfield of the fixed field K. This is the 
construction of Theorem 1 c:I [15]. Note that m may be divisible by char(k). 
Corollary 13. There exists a divisisn algebra D of index m with center a field 
extension of k with the following property. Suppose M is any subfield of D Galois of 
degree h over the center with Galois group H. Suppose p be a prime different from 
char(k), and pj is the maximum power of p dividing h. 
(1) If k does not contain a przmitive p-root of unity, p j divides the exponent of H. 
(2) Let i be the greatest integer in (j + 1)/2. Then pi divides the exponent of H. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 12 to the field L described above. 
Let G be the abelian group of square free exponent of order m. Choose a 
representation of G as a group of permutations of 1\F independent variables 
Xl, . . ., xN over k. Let L be the field of rational functions k (x,, . . ., xN) over k. 
Consider G as a group of automorphisms of L fixing k and permuting the xi, 
Lemma 6. There exists a division algebra D of index m with center a field extension 
of k with the following property. Suppose M is any subfield of D containing the center 
and H is a group of automorphisms of M fixing the center. Suppose p is a prime 
different from char(k). Then p2 does not divide the exponent of H. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 6 to the field L described above. 
Proposition 9. Suppose k (X) contains a subfield Galois of degree h over the center. 
Let p be a prime different from char (k ). 
(1) Then p3 does not divide h. 
(2) If k does not contain a primitive p root of unity, p2 does not divide h. 
Let be a subfield of k (AC) Galois of degree h over the center with Galois 
group ti. By Lemma 4 and Lemma 6, p2 does not divide the exponent of H. By 
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Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, if p3 divides h or if p* divides h and k does not contain a 
primitive p root of unity, then p* divides the exponent of H. The stated result 
follows. 
Corollary 14. If the index m is divisible by p3 for any prime p # char (k ) or if m is 
divisible by p2 for any prime p # char (k ) such that k does not contain a primitive p 
root of unity, then k(X) is not a crossed product. 
Proof. Apply the proposition with h = m. 
Corollary 14 is th.e non-crossed product theorem due to Amitsur and others. See 
the references listed in the introduction to this paper. Proposition 9 and Corollary 4 
are proven in [15]. Proposition 4 can clearly serve in place of Proposition 6 to yield 
a shorter proof of a weakened non-crossed product theorem. A non-crossed 
product theorem for m equal to a power of char(k) has recently been announced 
by Amitsur and Salt man. 
For further related results see “Twisted rational functions and series” by this 
author, to appear in this journal. 
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